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The contents of this report relate only to those matters which came to our attention during the conduct of our normal audit procedures which are designed for the purpose of expressing
our opinion on the financial statements. Our audit is not designed to test all internal controls or identify all areas of control weakness. However, where, as part of our testing, we identify
control weaknesses, we will report these to you. In consequence, our work cannot be relied upon to disclose all defalcations or other irregularities, or to include all possible improvements
in internal control that a more extensive special examination might identify. This report has been prepared solely for your benefit and should not be quoted in whole or in part without our
prior written consent. We do not accept any responsibility for any loss occasioned to any third party acting, or refraining from acting on the basis of the content of this report, as this report
was not prepared for, nor intended for, any other purpose.
Grant Thornton UK LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales: No.OC307742. Registered office: 30 Finsbury Square, London, EC2A 1AG. A list of members is
available from our registered office. Grant Thornton UK LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Grant Thornton UK LLP is a member firm of Grant
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ANNEX 2

Headlines
This table summarises the key findings and other matters arising from the statutory audit of Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames (“you”) and the preparation of the group financial
statements for the year ended 31 March 2019 for those charged with governance.
Financial
Statements

We received your draft financial statements on the 31 May 2019 in accordance with the deadline. Our audit work has
been undertaken on site during June and July and remains in progress. Our findings to date are summarised on the
following pages. We have not, at this stage, identified any adjustments to the financial statements that have resulted
in any amendments to your General Fund position. Amendments are of a presentational nature. Amendments that we
are required to report to you are highlighted in Appendix A.
The legal ruling around age discrimination (McCloud - Court of Appeal) has implications for your pension scheme.
Discussion has been ongoing across the local government sector regarding the potential impact of the ruling on the
financial statements of local government bodies. This has impacted all councils. Your actuary has provided you with
their estimated potential financial impact of the ruling on your pension liability. The expected impact was a £1.6m
increase in your pensions liability. As this is below our materiality levels, management have opted not to amend your
financial statements.
Achieving the 31 July target for publishing audited financial statements remains a significant challenge for most local
authorities. Achieving this for an organisation of your size and complexity, with a relatively lean finance team is
particularly difficult. The challenge has been further compounded this year by the following factors:
•

Later in this report (page 29) we provide details of an ethical matter which arose during the audit. Unfortunately
resolving this issue took time during a busy period of the accounts and audit timetable, adding delay to what is an
already narrow window to audit the Council’s financial statements. We are currently working with management to
recover the time lost as a result of this issue but there remains a risk that we will not be in a position to issue our
audit report by the 31 July.

•

Uncertainty over legal action in respect of pension scheme obligations referred to above.

•

The Financial Reporting Council has highlighted that the scope of work by audit firms in respect of valuation of
IAS19 pensions liabilities and revaluation of Property Plant and Equipment needs to be strengthened across all
local government audits. We have been required to undertake more work in these areas this year.

•

Clarification of the reporting of the Dedicated Schools Grant negative reserves position.

A3

Under International Standards of Audit (UK)
(ISAs) and the National Audit Office (NAO)
Code of Audit Practice ('the Code'), we are
required to report whether, in our opinion, the
group and Council's financial statements:
• give a true and fair view of the financial
position of the group and Council and [he
group and Council’s income and
expenditure for the year; and
• have been properly prepared in accordance
with the CIPFA/LASAAC code of practice
on local authority accounting and prepared
in accordance with the Local Audit and
Accountability Act 2014.
We are also required to report whether other
information published together with the audited
financial statements (including the Annual
Governance Statement (AGS), Narrative
Report and Pension Fund Financial
Statements), is materially inconsistent with the
financial statements or our knowledge obtained
in the audit or otherwise appears to be
materially misstated.

As a result of the delay referred to above we are yet to finalise our work in the following areas of your financial
statements Property Plant and Equipment revaluations, housing benefit expenditure, income from grants and fees
and charges, journals, debtors and reserves.
We are working closely with management to complete our work in these areas.
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ANNEX 2

Headlines continued
Financial
Statements

Financial Statements
…continued

Subject to us being provided with the outstanding information and all audit queries being resolved, we anticipate issuing
an unqualified audit opinion.
Our work is also subject to the following closing procedures which necessarily take place at the end of the audit:
•

Completion of residual audit work in respect of recently provided evidence and supporting information.

•

Final senior management and quality reviews and clearance of any queries that may arise from this final process.

•

Agreement of your management representation letter.

•

Consideration of subsequent events.

•

Review of the final set of approved financial statements.

Should any further matters arise during the completion of our work that we need to report to you, we will do so before we
issue our opinion.
We have completed our risk based review of your value for money arrangements. We have concluded that the Royal
Borough of Kingston upon Thames Council has proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in
its use of resources.

Statutory
duties

We have not exercised any of our additional statutory powers or duties.

The Local Audit and Accountability Act
2014 (‘the Act’) also requires us to:
• report to you if we have applied any of
the additional powers and duties
ascribed to us under the Act; and
• To certify the closure of the audit.

A4

Value for
Under the National Audit Office (NAO)
Money
Code of Audit Practice ('the Code'), we are
arrangements required to report if, in our opinion, the
Council has made proper arrangements to
secure economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources ('the
value for money (VFM) conclusion’).

We therefore anticipate issuing an unqualified value for money conclusion, as detailed in Appendix C. Our findings are
summarised on pages 16 to 28.

We have received an objection from a member of the public on your 2018/19 financial statements.
We will not be able to certify the conclusion of the audits until we have concluded our investigation into the objection.

Acknowledgements
We would like to take this opportunity to record our appreciation for the assistance provided by the finance team and other staff during our audit.
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ANNEX 2

Financial statements

Summary
Overview of the scope of our audit
This Audit Findings Report presents the observations arising from the audit that are
significant to the responsibility of those charged with governance to oversee the financial
reporting process, as required by International Standard on Auditing (UK) 260 and the
Code of Audit Practice (‘the Code’). Its contents have been discussed with management
and the Audit, governance and Standards Committee.
As auditor we are responsible for performing the audit, in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing (UK) and the Code, which is directed towards forming and
expressing an opinion on the financial statements that have been prepared by
management with the oversight of those charged with governance. The audit of the
financial statements does not relieve management or those charged with governance of
their responsibilities for the preparation of the financial statements.
Audit approach

•

An evaluation of the component of the group based on a measure of materiality
considering this as a percentage of the group’s gross revenue expenditure to assess
the significance of the component and to determine the planned audit response. From
this evaluation we determined that a comprehensive approach was required for
Achieving for Children.

•

Substantive testing on significant transactions and material account balances, including
the procedures outlined in this report in relation to the key audit risks.

We have not had to alter or change our audit plan, as communicated to you dated
February 2019.
Conclusion

A5

We are continuing our audit of your financial statements and, subject to the satisfactory
Our audit approach was based on a thorough understanding of the group’s business and is completion of outstanding work, including those items highlighted on pages 3 and 4, we
risk based, and in particular included:
anticipate issuing an unqualified audit opinion, as detailed in Appendix C.
• An evaluation of the group’s internal controls environment, including its IT systems and
controls;

Our approach to materiality
The concept of materiality is fundamental to the preparation of the financial statements and
the audit process and applies not only to the monetary misstatements but also to disclosure
requirements and adherence to acceptable accounting practice and applicable law.

Materiality calculations have been updated from the audit plan to take account of gross
expenditure in your 2918/19 draft financial statements.

Council and Group
Materiality Amount (£)
Materiality for the financial statements

8,022,000

Performance materiality

6,017,000

Trivial matters

401,000
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ANNEX 2

Financial Statements

Significant findings – audit risks


Risks identified in our Audit Plan

Commentary

risk that revenue includes fraudulent
transactions

Auditor commentary

Under ISA (UK) 240 there is a rebuttable presumed
risk that revenue may be misstated due to the
improper recognition of revenue.
This presumption can be rebutted if the auditor
concludes that there is no risk of material
misstatement due to fraud relating to revenue
recognition.



Having considered the risk factors set out in ISA240 and the nature of your revenue streams, we have determined that
the risk of fraud arising from revenue recognition can be rebutted, because:
•

there is little incentive to manipulate revenue recognition;

•

opportunities to manipulate revenue recognition are very limited; and

•

the culture and ethical frameworks of local authorities, including Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames, mean that
all forms of fraud are seen as unacceptable.

Therefore we do not consider this to be a significant risk for you.
Auditor commentary

Under ISA (UK) 240 there is a non-rebuttable
presumed risk that the risk of management over-ride
of controls is present in all entities. The group and
Fund face external scrutiny of its spending and this
could potentially place management under undue
pressure in terms of how they report performance.

We have completed the following work in relation to this risk:

We therefore identified management override of
control, in particular journals, management estimates
and transactions outside the course of business as a
significant risk for you and the Fund, which was one
of the most significant assessed risks of material
misstatement.

•

evaluated the design effectiveness of management controls over journals;

•

analysed the journals listing and determined the criteria for selecting high risk unusual journals;

•

tested unusual journals recorded during the year for appropriateness and corroboration;

•

gained an understanding of the accounting estimates and critical judgements applied made by management and
consider their reasonableness with regard to corroborative evidence; and

•

evaluated the rationale for any changes in accounting policies, estimates or significant unusual transactions

A6

Management override of controls

We are currently finalising our work in the following areas:
•

testing of large and unusual journal entries for the final periods of the year to supporting documentation.

At this stage, we have not identified any matters that require reporting to you.
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ANNEX 2

Financial statements

Significant findings – audit risks


Risks identified in our Audit Plan

Commentary

Valuation of land and buildings
The Council revalue land and buildings on an
annual basis to ensure that the carrying value is not
materially different from the current value or fair
value (for surplus assets) at the financial statements
date. This valuation represents a significant
estimate by management in the financial statements
due to the size of the numbers involved (£795m)
and the sensitivity of this estimate to changes in key
assumptions.

Auditor commentary

Management have engaged the services of a valuer
to estimate the current value as at 31 March 2019.

We have completed the following work in relation to this risk:
•

evaluated management's processes and assumptions for the calculation of the estimate, the instructions issued to the
valuation experts and the scope of their work;

•

evaluated the competence, capabilities and objectivity of the valuation expert;

•

confirmed the basis on which the valuations were carried out with your valuer;

•

tested on a sample basis, revaluations made during the year to ensure they have been input correctly into your asset
register and financial statements; and

•

evaluated the assumptions made by management for any assets not revalued during the year and how management
has satisfied themselves that these are not materially different to current value.



Valuation of pension fund net liability
The Council’s pension fund net liability, as reflected
in the balance sheet as the net defined benefit
liability, represents a significant estimate in the
financial statements and group accounts.
The pension fund net liability is considered a
significant estimate due to the size of the numbers
involved (£244 million in your balance sheet) and
the sensitivity of the estimate to changes in key
assumptions.
We therefore identified valuation of your pension
fund net liability as a significant risk, which was one
of the most significant assessed risks of material
misstatement.

A7

We are still in the process of reviewing and challenging the information and assumptions used by your valuer to assess
We therefore identified valuation of land and
buildings, particularly revaluations and impairments, completeness and consistency with our understanding. This includes testing of the key variables that the valuer uses in
their valuation such as floor areas. At this stage, we have not identified any matters that require reporting to you.
as a significant risk, which was one of the most
significant assessed risks of material misstatement.
Auditor commentary
We have completed the following work in relation to this risk:
•

updated our understanding of the processes and controls put in place by management to ensure that your pension fund
net liability is not materially misstated and evaluate the design of the associated controls;

•

evaluated the instructions issued by management to their management expert (an actuary) for this estimate and the
scope of the actuary’s work;

•

assessed the competence, capabilities and objectivity of the actuary who carried out your pension fund valuation;

•

assessed the accuracy and completeness of the information provided by you to the actuary to estimate the liability;

•

tested the consistency of the pension fund asset and liability and disclosures in the notes to the core financial
statements with the actuarial report from the actuary; and

•

undertaken procedures to confirm the reasonableness of the actuarial assumptions made by reviewing the report of the
consulting actuary (as auditor’s expert) and performing any additional procedures suggested within the report.

We have not identified any matters that require reporting to you.
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ANNEX 2

Financial statements

Significant findings - other issues
This section provides commentary on new issues and risks which were identified during the course of the audit that were not previously communicated in the Audit Plan and a
summary of any significant control deficiencies identified during the year.



Issue

Commentary

Potential impact of the McCloud judgement

Discussion is ongoing in the sector regarding the
potential impact of the ruling and the application for
appeal on the financial statements of Local Government
bodies.

The Court of Appeal has ruled that there was age
discrimination in the judges and firefighters pension
schemes where transitional protections were given to
scheme members.

You have requested an estimate from your actuary of the
potential impact of the McCloud ruling. The actuary’s
The Government applied to the Supreme Court for
permission to appeal this ruling, but this permission to estimate was of a possible increase in pension liabilities
of £1.6m.
appeal was unsuccessful. The case will now be

Although we are of the view that there is sufficient evidence
to indicate that a liability is probable, we have satisfied
ourselves that there is not a risk of material error as a result
of this issue, and acknowledge the significant uncertainties
both relating to the outcome of the appeal process at this
point in time, and relating to the estimation of the impact on
the Council’s liability.

A8

Management’s view is that the impact of the ruling is not
The legal ruling around age discrimination (McCloud - material, and will be considered for future years’ actuarial
valuations.
Court of Appeal) has implications not just for fire
remitted back to employment tribunal for remedy.

We have reviewed the analysis performed by the actuary,
and consider that the approach that has been taken to
arrive at this estimate is reasonable.

We have included this as an uncertainty within Appendix C.

fighter pension funds, but also for other pension
schemes where they have implemented transitional
arrangements on changing benefits such as the Local
Government Pension Scheme
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ANNEX 2

Significant findings – matters discussed with
management
This section provides commentary on the significant matters we discussed with management during the course of the audit.
Significant matter

Commentary

Dedicated
Schools Grant
earmarked
reserve

The Council recognises a deficit reserve of £14.071m within their Earmarked Reserves balances in respect of their Dedicated
Schools Grant deficit.
From 2018/19, all local authorities with a cumulative Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) deficit of 1% or more at the end of the
financial year must submit a recovery plan to the Education and Skills Funding Agency, showing how they will bring the deficit into
balance in a three year time frame.

We discussed the Council’s current accounting treatment and the Joint Statement with management. We concluded that the
Council’s Usable Reserves are properly stated and that as such a user of the financial statements will be able to take an informed
view of the Council’s overall level of balances and reserves based on the information within the statements.

A9

A joint Department for Education and CIPFA statement released in June 2019 confirms that both parties are committed to working
with other stakeholders to clarify the legal basis for, and accounting treatment of, DSG deficits in time for the 2020/21 budget round
and 2019/20 accounts closure. The Joint Statement also confirms that the CIPFA Local Authority Accounting Panel (LAAP)
considered the issue for 2018/19 and noted concerns regarding the presentation of an earmarked deficit DSG reserve, particularly
given that there is not a clearly identified legislative basis for the ring-fencing of DSG deficits.

We will discuss the accounting treatment with management in respect of future years once CIPFA confirm their expected treatment
or any further guidance is issued. We also requested that management enhance the disclosure of the accounting treatment within
their draft financial statements.
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ANNEX 2

Financial statements

Significant findings – key judgements and estimates
Accounting area

Summary of management’s policy

Audit Comments

Land and Buildings
Council Housing –
£376m

The Council owns 4,602 dwellings and is required to
revalue these properties in accordance with DCLG’s
Stock Valuation for Resource Accounting guidance.
The guidance requires the use of beacon
methodology, in which a detailed valuation of
representative property types is then applied to similar
properties. The Council have used Montagu Evans to
complete the valuation of these properties. The year
end valuation of Council Housing was £376m, a net
decrease of £5m from 2017/18 (£371m).

•

We have no concerns over the competence, capabilities and objectivity of
your valuation expert.

•

There have been no changes to the valuation method this year.

•

Disclosure of the estimate in the financial statements was based on 31
March 2019.

•

We have considered the potential movement, using indices provided by
Gerald Eve as our auditor’s expert and confirm that we are satisfied that the
Council’s valuation as at 31 March 2019 was fairly stated.

Assessment


(Green)

We are still reviewing the completeness and accuracy of the underlying
information used to determine the estimate.

A10

Assessment
 We disagree with the estimation process or judgements that underpin the estimate and consider the estimate to be potentially materially misstated
 We consider the estimate is unlikely to be materially misstated however management’s estimation process contains assumptions we consider optimistic

We consider the estimate is unlikely to be materially misstated however management’s estimation process contains assumptions we consider cautious

We consider management’s process is appropriate and key assumptions are neither optimistic or cautious
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ANNEX 2

Financial statements

Significant findings – key judgements and estimates
Land and Buildings
Draft financial
statements balance
£404m

Summary of management’s policy

Audit Comments

Other land and buildings comprises of
specialised assets such as schools and libraries,
which are required to be valued at depreciated
replacement cost (DRC) at year end, reflecting
the cost of a modern equivalent asset necessary
to deliver the same service provision. Other mom
specialist land and buildings are not specialised
in nature and are required to be valued at
existing use in value (EUV) at year end. You
engaged Montagu Evans to complete the
valuation of properties as at 31 March 2019 on a
five yearly cyclical basis. 91% of total assets
were revalued during 2018/19. The valuation of
properties valued by the valuer has resulted in a
net increase of £45.4m. Management have
considered the year end value of non-valued
properties, and the potential valuation change in
the assets revalued at 31 March 2019 to
determine whether there has been a material
change in the total value of these properties.
Management’s assessment of assets not
revalued has identified no material change to the
properties value.

•

We have no concerns over the competence, capabilities and objectivity of
your valuation expert.

•

There have been no changes to the valuation method this year.

•

Disclosure of the estimate in the financial statements was based on 31
January 2019. You engaged your valuers to update the value to a year end
balance of 31 March 2019.

•

We have considered the potential movement between the valuation date of
1 April 2018 and the end of the financial year, using indices provided by
Gerald Eve as our auditor’s expert and confirm that we are satisfied that
your revised valuation as at 31 March 2019 was fairly stated

Assessment


(Green)

We are still reviewing the completeness and accuracy of the underlying
information used to determine the estimate.

A11

Assessment
 We disagree with the estimation process or judgements that underpin the estimate and consider the estimate to be potentially materially misstated
 We consider the estimate is unlikely to be materially misstated however management’s estimation process contains assumptions we consider optimistic

We consider the estimate is unlikely to be materially misstated however management’s estimation process contains assumptions we consider cautious

We consider management’s process is appropriate and key assumptions are neither optimistic or cautious
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Financial statements

Significant findings – key judgements and estimates
Summary of management’s
policy
Net
pension
liability –
£244m

Assessment

•

We have no concerns over the competence, capabilities and objectivity of your actuary.

•

We have used the work of PwC, as auditors expert, to assess the actuary and assumptions made by the
actuary. See below for consideration of key assumptions in the Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames
Council Pension Fund valuation:
Assumption

Actuary
Value

PwC range

Assessment

Discount rate

2.4%

2.4% to 2.5%



Pension increase rate

2.5%

2.4% to 2.5%



Salary growth

2.9%

Scheme specific
range in line with
other actuaries



Life expectancy – Males currently aged 45 / 65

45: 24.2 years
65: 22.5 years

23.7 to 24.4 years
21.5 to 22.8 years




Life expectancy – Females currently aged 45 /
65

45:26.7 years
65: 24.8 years

26.2 to 26.9 years
24.1 to 25.1 years



•

No issues were noted with the completeness and accuracy of the underlying information used to
determine the estimate.

•

There have been no changes to the valuation method since the previous year, other than the updating of
key assumptions above.

•

We have confirmed that your share of the pension scheme assets is in line with expectations.

•

Disclosure of the estimate in the financial statements is considered adequate.


(Green)

A12

Your total net pension liability at
31 March 2019 is £244m (PY
£219m). You utilise Hymans
Robertson to provide actuarial
valuations of your pensions
assets and liabilities. A full
actuarial valuation is required
every three years. The latest full
actuarial valuation was completed
in 2016. A roll forward approach is
used in intervening periods, which
utilises key assumptions such as
life expectancy, discount rates,
salary growth and investment
returns. Given the significant
value of the net pension fund
liability, small changes in
assumptions can result in
significant valuation movements.
There has been a £39m net
actuarial loss during 2018/19.

Audit Comments

Assessment
 We disagree with the estimation process or judgements that underpin the estimate and consider the estimate to be potentially materially misstated
 We consider the estimate is unlikely to be materially misstated however management’s estimation process contains assumptions we consider optimistic

We consider the estimate is unlikely to be materially misstated however management’s estimation process contains assumptions we consider cautious

We consider management’s process is appropriate and key assumptions are neither optimistic or cautious
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ANNEX 2

Financial statements

Significant findings - Going concern
Our responsibility
As auditors, we are required to “obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence about the appropriateness of management's use of the going concern assumption in the preparation and
presentation of the financial statements and to conclude whether there is a material uncertainty about the entity's ability to continue as a going concern” (ISA (UK) 570).
Going concern commentary

Auditor commentary

Management's assessment process

You have sufficient cash, investment and reserve balances to deliver your services for 12 months from the
date of your audited financial statements.

Management’s assessment is that there is no reason to consider you
are at risk of not being a going concern.
Work performed
We have:
•

held regular discussions with officers throughout the year; and

•

reviewed your financial statements and financial forward planning.

Your financial forecasts show that you have sufficient assets available to meet your liabilities for the
foreseeable future.
We have considered these forecasts, and your past performance against your budgets, and have no material
concerns over your planning process.

We intend to issue an opinion that is not modified in respect of Going Concern.
No events of conditions have been identified in the course of our audit that cast doubt on your ability to continue as a going concern.
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Concluding comments
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ANNEX 2

Financial Statements

Other communication requirements
We set out below details of other matters which we, as auditors, are required by auditing standards and the Code to communicate to those charged with governance.

Commentary



Matters in relation to fraud

We have previously discussed the risk of fraud with the Audit, Governance and Standards Committee. We have not been made aware of
any material incidents in the period and no other issues have been identified during the course of our audit procedures.



Matters in relation to related
parties

We are not aware of any related parties or related party transactions which have not been disclosed.



Matters in relation to laws and
regulations

You have not made us aware of any significant incidences of non-compliance with relevant laws and regulations and we have not
identified any incidences from our audit work.



Written representations

A letter of representation will be requested from you, which will be included in the Audit, Governance and Standards Committee papers.



Confirmation requests from
third parties

We requested from management permission to send confirmation requests to banking and investment institutions that you had deposits
or loans with. This permission was granted and the requests were sent. All of the requests have been received and all were returned
with positive confirmation.



Disclosures

Our review found a few minor omissions in the financial statements. These have been corrected by management.



Audit evidence and
explanations/significant
difficulties

We have shared a daily log of audit queries with you. The majority of our queries were answered in a timely manner. There are a few
queries that took well in excess of our turnaround time to complete.
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Financial statements

Other responsibilities under the Code


Issue

Commentary

Other information

 We are required to give an opinion on whether the other information published together with the audited financial statements
(including the Annual Governance Statement, Narrative Report and Pension Fund Financial Statements), is materially inconsistent
with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
No inconsistencies have been. We plan to issue an unmodified opinion in this respect – refer to appendix C



Matters on which we report by
exception

We are required to report on a number of matters by exception in a numbers of areas:
 If the Annual Governance Statement does not meet the disclosure requirements set out in the CIPFA/SOLACE guidance or is
misleading or inconsistent with the other information of which we are aware from our audit
 If we have applied any of our statutory powers or duties
We have nothing to report on these matters.



We are required to carry out specified procedures (on behalf of the NAO) on the Whole of Government Accounts (WGA) consolidation
pack under WGA group audit instructions.

Certification of the closure of
the audit

We are unable to certify the closure of the 2018/19 audit of Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames Council in the audit opinion, as
detailed in Appendix C.

 Note that work is not required as the Council does not exceed the threshold.
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Whole of Government
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ANNEX 2

Value for Money

Value for Money
Background to our VFM approach

Risk assessment

We are required to satisfy ourselves that you have made proper arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in your use of resources. This is known as the Value
for Money (VFM) conclusion.

We carried out an initial risk assessment in December 2018 and identified a number
of significant risks in respect of specific areas of proper arrangements using the
guidance contained in AGN03. We communicated these risks to you in our Audit Plan
dated February 2019.

We are required to carry out sufficient work to satisfy ourselves that proper arrangements
are in place at the Council. In carrying out this work, we are required to follow the NAO's
Auditor Guidance Note 3 (AGN 03) issued in November 2017. AGN 03 identifies one single
criterion for auditors to evaluate:
“In all significant respects, the audited body takes properly informed decisions and deploys
resources to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people.”
This is supported by three sub-criteria, as set out below:

We have continued our review of relevant documents up to the date of giving our
report, and have not identified any further significant risks where we need to perform
further work.
We carried out further work only in respect of the significant risks we identified from
our initial and ongoing risk assessment. Where our consideration of the significant
risks determined that arrangements were not operating effectively, we have used the
examples of proper arrangements from AGN 03 to explain the gaps in proper
arrangements that we have reported in our VFM conclusion.

A16

Informed
decision
making

Value for
Money
arrangements
criteria
Working
with partners
& other third
parties

Sustainable
resource
deployment
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Value for Money
Our work

Recommendations for improvement

AGN 03 requires us to disclose our views on significant qualitative aspects of the Council's
arrangements for delivering economy, efficiency and effectiveness.

We discussed findings arising from our work with management and have agreed
recommendations for improvement.

We have focused our work on the significant risks that we identified in your arrangements.
In arriving at our conclusion, our main considerations were:

Significant difficulties in undertaking our work

•

Budget Management – At our planning stage you were forecasting a £1m overspend
on the 2018/19 budget. Should the position worsen then this will increase the pressure
into 2019/20.

•

Savings and Medium Term Financial Planning - At the time of setting the 2018/19
budget you had a £5.2m budget gap for 2019/20 which increases to £16.8m by
2021/22. You are working to close the gaps via identifying future savings and
increasing your income

We did not identify any significant difficulties in undertaking our work on your
arrangements which we wish to draw to your attention.

Significant matters discussed with management
There were no matters where no other evidence was available or matters of such
significance to our conclusion or that we required written representation from
management or those charged with governance.

We have set out more detail on the risks we identified, the results of the work we
performed, and the conclusions we drew from this work on pages 18 to 228.
Based on the work we performed to address the significant risks, we are satisfied that the
Council had proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its
use of resources.

A17

Overall conclusion

The text of our report, which confirms this can be found at Appendix C.
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Key findings
We set out below our key findings against the significant risks we identified through our initial risk assessment and further risks identified through our ongoing review of documents.

Significant risk as per our Audit
Plan

Findings

You are currently projecting a £1m
overspend on the 2018/19 budget.
Should the position worsen then this
will increase the pressure into
2019/20.

A18

Summary findings
• Your 2018/19 outturn position is a £0.459m deficit, and there remain considerable cost pressures in Adult Social Care and Children’s
Services. The General fund position was assisted by a number of reactive measures during the year such as expenditure restraints to
mitigate the overspends.
• The level of savings proposed in the budget of £22m were unachievable, with £7m assessed as not been achieved. The delivery of savings
was impacted by a lack of pace and momentum in bringing savings proposals forward in some areas which proved difficult to make up during
In response to this risk we will:
the year.
• Assess your understanding of, and
• Substantial income from moving traffic enforcement cameras £3m and bus lane enforcement £1.4m cannot always be relied on in the future.
responses to, the pressures and
• Savings programmes were RAG rated, but your monitoring reports need to be strengthened to add clarity on the amount of savings achieved
causal factors contributing to the
to date compared to the profiled programme together with analysis of future projections. Additional narrative explaining the key factors why
2018/19 overspend.
savings have not been achieved would also enhance your financial reporting.
• Consider whether you have
• You continue to have significant overspending on the dedicated Schools high Needs block. The recovery plan has not yet been able reduce
adequate arrangements to manage
the level of demand. The plan to ensure spending is bought back into line with the grant allocation over the next three years is incredibly
those pressures and to secure a
challenging.
sustainable financial position.
• Review your plans to respond to
2018/19 Financial Performance
pressures within AfC and the
You continue to operate in an extremely challenging financial environment. In 2018/19 you have become self sufficient in that your Revenue
Growth Directorate.
Support Grant (RSG) ceased. You joined all other London Boroughs in the Business Rates Retention pooling pilot, as a result you were not
• Review the recovery boards
entitled to the final year of RSG funding, but were able to retain (across the pool) 100% of business rate growth.
progress in managing overspends
within AfC and the Dedicated
You continued to face financial pressures with a high level of demand for Adult Social Care. Demand in Children’s Services also continued to be
Schools Grant including reviewing a significant issue centred on social care, children leaving care, asylum seeking children and Special Educational Needs transport. However,
the SEND Transformation
your most significant financial pressure continues to be the structural overspend in the Special Educational Needs activities covered by the
programme.
Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG). The areas of pressure are consistent with the national picture, but the structural overspend on DSG is more
• Consider your approach towards
acute for you than many other Council’s.
the use of reserves.
The removal of RSG, the freezing of Council Tax and the decision not to take the Adult Social Care precept meant that the 2018/19 year was
always going to be particularly challenging. In order to balance your financial position you were required to:
• Deliver a total value of the £22m savings which is over double the savings achieved in 2017/18.
• Undertake rigorous and transparent monitoring and reporting of the savings plans, where any of the constituent elements of the savings
package are not delivered new savings will need to be identified and delivered in its place.
• Ensure that there is effective management of demands across all council services and particularly in Children’s services and Social Care
areas.
• Improve the robustness of budgetary control and management of pressures in year.
• Address the overspend in the Special Educational Needs element of the Dedicated Schools Grant.
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Key findings
Significant risk as
per our Audit Plan

Findings and conclusion

Continuation of risk
from previous page.

The 2018/19 £22m savings programme is the largest you have been required to achieve. Over half of these savings were in the No Stone Unturned
programme, which included large workforce savings, full year commercial property investment projects and improvements to commissioning. You were
impacted by a lack of pace and momentum in bringing savings proposals forward in some areas which proved difficult to make up during the year. After the
first month of the year you were reporting that £11.6m of the required savings were classed as unachievable or only partially achievable. This projection
remained fairly consistent throughout the year. Your final outturn report details that £7.1m savings were not achieved and as a consequence have been
removed from the 2019/20 budget. These were offset in part by £1.8m of growth items associated with savings programmes which were not required and
reduced the net unachieved savings position to £5.3m.
Your deficit position was reported to Finance and Partnership Committee throughout the year and your position improved from a projected overspend of
£3.855m to an overspend of £1.2m at month 9 and a final improved outturn of £0.459m at the year end.

Budgetary control has been evident throughout the year and you have taken corrective actions such as expenditure restraints to reduce the forecast
overspend. However, you continue to receive substantial income from moving traffic enforcement cameras £3m and bus lane enforcement £1.4m. This
income is restricted to fund certain eligible expenditure such as concessionary fares and expenditure on highways maintenance and improvements. This
income has continued to be important in securing your financial position but it is unpredictable, cannot be relied on indefinitely and does not represent a
sustainable source of funding for the long term.

A19

Your 2018/19 budget monitoring reports were enhanced by separate reporting your progress in implementing your savings programme. The reports could be
strengthened further by disclosing the amount of savings achieved to date against the profiled savings plan and the forecast delivery for the remainder of the
year. The narrative elements of the report in particular the reporting of delays or non-delivery of savings would be enhanced by focussing on the root causes
of the delay and the actions management are taking to bring the savings back on track. Details of any mitigating actions such as implementation of further
savings to mitigate those plans that were not delivering should be clearly annotated. The lessons learnt from the under delivery of the 2018/19 savings
programme need to be applied in the setting and delivery of future programmes.

Your year end overspend of £0.459 million is just 0.35% of the budget. The outturn position is an improvement on the £1.163m forecast overspend reported in
February 2019. The main contributors to the outturn position are:
•

Additional income from the Business Rates retention pooling pilot of £1.485m.

•

A shortfall of income in relation to new investment in commercial property which has not yet proceeded. The associated growth in capital financing is also
therefore not currently required which reduces the impact of this loss of income (net impact £1.5m)

•

Delays in delivering expected savings from Commissioning and Contract management (£1.75m) although these have been offset by one off savings from
contracts in-year.

•

Ongoing pressures in relation to Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children (UASC) and Special Educational Needs (SEN) Transport within the Achieving
for Children budget (total Children’s Services overspend £1.675m.
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Continuation of risk
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The final outturn position across the Council is demonstrated below:

A20
The Growth budget overspend was mainly attributed to a shortfall of target income from the capital investment programme not being delivered this financial
year. In overall terms this is partially offset by budgetary provision for the financing of the capital investment not being required. The net shortfall is therefore
£1.5m.
The Children’s services budget shows an overspend of £1.841m. This comprises a variance of £1.602m on the Achieving for Children (AfC) contract and
£0.239m overspend on other Children’s services spend outside of this contract. Within the AfC position, Social Care has an overspend outturn of £1.278m. Of
this overspend, the significant budget pressure has been in Children Leaving Care and Asylum Seekers (£1.146m). Special Educational Needs (SEN)
Transport and SEN legal cases have overspent outturn positions of £0.341m and £0.056m respectively. The overspend in transport has been due to planned
service redesign and intended savings being delayed into 2019/20. Legal overspends are due to demand pressures.
Despite the overspend on the revenue position, the general fund balance increased at the year end to £12.633m. The general fund balance reflects your
ability to deal with unforeseen events and unexpected financial pressures in any particular year and is a key indicator of your financial resilience. The General
Fund balance has increased from £11.619m in the previous year to £12.633m. The change is due to the contribution added from the budget of £3.473m less
transfers of £2m to an earmarked reserve for Education and Children’s services and the deficit of £459k. The total General Fund balance represents 9.4% of
the revenue budget for 2019/20. Total earmarked reserves, net of the Dedicated Schools Grant deficit, stand at £16.186m.
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Findings and conclusion

The table below sets out your position compared to the average for all London Boroughs (based on 2018/9 draft financial statements) and shows that you
have the lowest general fund and non earmarked schools reserves in London and that levels remain low even when adjusting for your size.

A21

Schools Budget
The Unallocated Dedicated Schools Reserve has a negative balance of £14.071m this includes £3m of advance received from the Department for Education
(DfE) in 2018/19, which is treated as a creditor and not shown in reserves.

The final outturn position on the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) was an overspend of £0.381m. It is important to emphasise that this position is after allowing
for the one off £4m income that will not be available in 2019/20. The £4m is made up of the £3m advance referred to above from the Department of Education
and a £1m in-year movement from the Schools Block as agreed by Schools Forum during 2018/19 budget setting. The Schools Block overspend was due to
Business Rate revaluations on a number of schools. This was agreed with Schools Forum once final allocations of the growth fund budget were known.
The Early Years Block was underspent by a total of £885k. The underspend occurred as draft and then final census numbers were released in January and
March 2019 respectively. The census numbers confirmed a significantly lower than expected uptake in the Autumn term, particularly in 15 hours for 3 year
olds, leading to a reduction in spend.
The High Needs Block remains the area with the most significant pressures and was overspent by £1.08m. The recovery plan in relation to the High Needs
block has not had yet been able to reduce demand. The demand for Education, Health and Care Plans (EHCPs) increased by 144 since the start of the
financial year although the average costs attached to the 144 new EHCP’s have a lower average cost than those finalised in previous financial years. This is
an indication that the changes aimed at improving efficiency are having a positive impact on the level of spend, but you are still struggling to control overall
demand.
The High Needs Block recovery plan to reduce overspends is regularly reviewed at the joint AfC and Kingston Recovery Boards. The three year plan
submitted to the DfEE which aims to balance the DSG in 3 years time is incredibly challenging. In order to achieve this target you would require the whole
system to work to deliver the necessary changes including full engagement from parents, schools and service providers.
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The projected level of spend is not affordable and therefore it is important that all local partners continue to develop and implement plans to bring the cost of
high needs services more in line with the Government grant allocation. It is also important that both schools and the Council continue to raise awareness of
the funding shortfall with Government and lobby for solutions. Progress has been made in implementing the SEND Transformation Plan over the last 12
months, but a significant funding gap of £3.3m in 2019/20, £2.5m in 20102/21 and £1.4m in 2021/22 still remains and so it is important that the transformation
continues over the coming years.

A22

You have been focused on developing more expert commissioning practices to control escalating costs by working with other Local Authorities through the
South West London Commissioning Group which has assisted in controlling annual inflationary increases. You have developed a central commissioning team
to provide more specific commissioning capacity to ensure that SEN caseworkers can focus on developing plans with families and price negotiations can be
undertaken in a more independent environment. Contract monitoring practice in relation to ongoing placements in the independent sector have been reviewed
to ensure that every placement has an up to date contract and that these contracts are reviewed annually. You have introduced planning interviews for post
16 pupils to ensure that the you and the young person have thought through what post 16 education a young person would like to complete and how this can
be facilitated locally. This has included considering both traditional college placements as well as apprenticeships and has a focus on improving
independence and achieving a pupils longer term aspirations. You also plan to increase and improve the local education offer to ensure that as many pupils
as possible are educated in the borough in state funded schools. This has involved submitting free school applications, a planned programme to
incrementally increase provision in Specialist Resource Provisions and working with colleges and apprenticeship providers to develop the local offer. A more
attractive marketing approach is planned to assist local schools in competing with the more commercial independent sector provision with well developed
promotional processes and materials.
From the next academic year you will be developing an extended early help offer. This will build upon the work that has already been introduced to ensure
that there are funding support options pre-EHCP to avoid needs and frustrations escalating and also to ensure that culturally an EHCP is not seen as the only
mechanism to secure funding. From September this will also include the establishment of a dedicated team to provide additional training and support to local
schools to ensure they feel equipped with the skills to support young people with EHCPs / on SEN Support. You are also undertaking a review of all
expenditure lines to determine whether money is being used in the most impactful way as well as to identify areas in need of investment. This is likely to lead
to a number of reviews regarding how services are best delivered and funded including a detailed review of therapy provision, alternative provision and
associated funding models.

Housing Revenue Account (HRA)
The final outturn position shows a surplus for the year of £1.3m. The planned use of a contribution from HRA reserves of £0.732m was not required and
included in the outturn position is a transfer of £0.350m into an earmarked reserve to fund Cambridge Road Estate revenue activities that include project team
costs, master planning activity and planning submission that will continue into 2019/20. The HRA underspend is caused by the following factors:
• £0.332m of housing management income which was initially applied to the HRA balance sheet and not the HRA revenue account, which was reversed.
• £0.507m major works income from leaseholders as a result of catch up collection over previous years.
• £0.332m underspend on bad debt provision following delayed full rollout of Universal Credit.
• Increase in depreciation charges (£0.425m) following a revaluation of properties and components from the new stock valuers.
• £0.600m underspend on debt charges arising from underspend on capital programme and the use of additional leasehold major works receipts income
instead of borrowing.
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Capital Programme
The total adjusted capital budget for 2018/19 was £54.821m. This was made up of £15.070m (27.5%) in the Housing Revenue Account and £39.751m
(72.5%) in the General Fund (GF). The outturn position revealed total capital spend of £41.262m made up of spend in the HRA of £14.524m and GF of
£26.738m. This resulted in a total underspend of £13.559m (24.7%) which can be broken down into HRA underspend of £0.546m and GF underspend of
£13.013m.
The main reasons for the underspends were in the General Fund and Housing General Fund Property programmes.
The General fund Property Programme budget includes £2.491m for a new Looked After Children’s home, but a suitable and viable site has not yet been
identified. The ReFIT Energy Performance Contract is £0.5m underspent due to proposals being re-scoped and held pending determination of the future use
of these buildings. The children's Library improvements are £0.136m underspent as the project was delayed due to planning permission. There has been a
£0.1m underspend on the replacement of the Guildhall Sash Windows. The works were delayed due to application for listed building consent which has now
been received and the project is underway.
The main area of underspend on the housing general fund programme is the Cambridge Road Acquisition budget. New acquisitions have not been vigorously
pursued since the ballot was introduced to the process and expressions of interest from residents have slowed. Disabled Facilities Grant (DFG) underspend is
£0.945m.

A23
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Significant risk as per our
Audit Plan

Findings

At the time of setting the 2018/19
budget you had a £5.2m budget
gap for 2019/20 which increases
to £16.8m by 2021/22. You are
working to close the gaps via
identifying future savings and
increasing your income.

Summary findings
• You have set a balanced budget in 2019/20, with reduced growth allowances compared to previous years. You also plan substantial efficiency and
transformation savings, with £12m identified in 2019/20.
• In the medium term, you have a budget gap of £8.1m in 2020/21 rising to a cumulative gap of £21.9m across the Medium Term Financial Strategy.
• You are awaiting the results of the Government comprehensive spending review (CSR) and fair funding reviews. As a result, your Medium Term
Financial Strategy (MTFS) is more uncertain than previous years. You will need to continue to update your MTFS to include any additional funding
information together with the impact on your proposed plans.
• Vigilance over the position and monitoring of growth and savings risks is essential to address future uncertainties.
• Budget gaps are becoming increasingly challenging to identify and deliver. Assumptions may be optimistic in this respect, particularly in the
realisation of challenging efficiency and transformation savings. This will lead to inevitable decisions around council tax, as well as service delivery
in order to meet the forthcoming financial challenges.

In response to this risk we will:
•

•

•

Looking towards 2019/20 and beyond
Your corporate plan emphasises your financial challenge. Years of Government austerity have resulted in the funding you receive being significantly
reduced from £66m in 2010 to nil in 2018/19. In addition, demand for services particularly adults and children’s social care and special educational
needs and disabilities (SEND) - is increasing as a consequence of your growing population, people living longer, and the increasing complexity of
care. You have a higher proportion of older residents aged 65+ compared with London and this age group is projected to grow from 24,300 in 2018 to
32,000 in 2030, an increase of 32%, whilst the number of young people (aged 0-19) is set to increase from 43,600 in 2018 to 47,300 over the same
period (+8%). These are the two areas where 75% of your funding is spent.
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•

Consider your revised
arrangements to identify and
deliver savings and
efficiencies to support a
sustainable medium term
financial position.
Consider the feasibility of
planned savings and the
assessed risk of achievement.
Review the arrangements for
identifying and monitoring risk,
and taking appropriate action
in the event of non-realisation
of planned savings.
Assess how well the medium
term financial plan reflects
planned timescales for the
delivery of savings from your
cross cutting approach, and
how well aligned the medium
term financial plan is with the
planned financial benefits
anticipated.

You are now a financially self-sufficient Council and no longer receive revenue support grant from central government, meaning that you need to find
your funding for essential services from maximising the collection of Council Tax, Business Rates and other income, adopting a more commercial
approach to service delivery and making the most of your capital assets. For 2019/20, the Government had originally intended to charge an additional
tariff of £2.512m on your business rates income in the form of negative Revenue Support Grant this has been removed through additional one off
funding in 2019/20, although there is no certainty regards this tariff beyond 2019/20.
Ahead of the Government’s Comprehensive Spending Review this summer, the London Business Rates Pilot Pool operates for another year, and will
still include all London Boroughs and the Greater London Authority (GLA). Under the 100% London pilot scheme for 2018/19, there was no central
share and rates collected were shared 63% and 37% between Lewisham and the GLA respectively. The main advantage for being part of the pool is
that the pool gets to keep 75% of any growth it generates, which is then distributed across all members of the pool.
This is the final year of the ‘4 Year Settlement Offer’ from central government which provided some certainty over the resource available to the
Council. Central government are proposing, and working with local government on a fair funding review and new approach to business rates retention
which will fundamentally change local government finance. This coincides with a challenging comprehensive spending review where central
government has already committed a significant proportion of any increased funding available to the NHS. There is considerable uncertainty of future
funding so your Medium term Financial Strategy will need to continue to be updated when you receive more certainty over your future funding.
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Findings and conclusions
The Local Government Financial Settlement 2019/20 provided you with £1.5m in additional specific revenue grants and £0.36m capital funding. The
additional funding for local government was partly help meet the significant funding pressures faced in adults and children's services and highways
maintenance. However, for you as for other Local Authorities it did not bridge the gap between available resources and the funding needed to meet the
increasing demands and cost of local government services.
For 2019/20, you have set a balanced budget (net revenue budget of £130m a £4.5m increase from prior years). The budget includes the following key
assumptions:
• Growth and investment in services to meet your key priorities and demand pressures of £7.182m.
• Inflation of 3.3% and pay awards of 2%.
• 4.99% increase in the Council Tax including the Adult Social Care precept.
• An in-year budget contingency of £0.445m to provide additional cover for increasing service demand risks and manage any pressures and service issues
created by the UK exit arrangements from the European Union.
• An increased contribution to general fund reserve £3.5m to ensure prudent cover for managed risks.
• A savings programme of £12.099m. From this total £2.520m of proposed savings at the time of the budget were still subject to consultation and would
need to be substituted with funding from reserves should they not proceed.
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We have reviewed your assumptions and key savings plans. All the proposals in the budget have been developed in collaboration with Portfolio Holders and
reflect the administration’s priorities and support your Corporate Plan 2019/23. An overall worse case scenario level of risk to deliver the budget has been
assessed at £13.887m. If all risks identified materialise and were not mitigated in anyway this would utilise all your general fund of £12.632m. The most
significant risks are a £5.9m shortfall of Dedicated Schools Grant, a £2.5m risk on consultation on budget unable to proceed and delays in the timing of
planned savings for 2019/20 across the board creating a further risk of around £1.1m.
The analysis of potential scenarios shows that for 2019/20 you continue to face a significant and material level of budget risk. The significant savings that
have been made in response to resource reductions and increasing cost pressures have contributed to an increased inherent level of financial risk.
You were unable to achieve £7m of the £22m planned savings in 2018/19. These proposals have been removed from the base budget in 2019/20. Some of
the planned savings not delivered had budget growth assumed within the plans, in order to fund the cost of implementation or financing of capital costs. In
these instances, the associated growth has therefore also been removed from the base budget. Growth of £7.182m has been added to the2019/20 budget
which is significantly less than the previous years growth of £13.8m. As a result, there are significant risks that this level of growth will not be sufficient to
meet existing and future demand; allowing services to break even during the year. Accurate monitoring, including effective forecasting, and fast and
effective actions to mitigate any overspends will be essential to achieving the planned outturn position.
Your plans also continue to rely on receipt of £6.283m of revenue from Parking / Bus Lane Enforcement / Moving Traffic Enforcement Accounts generated
by either demand led services such as off-street car parking or residents permits, or by penalty charge notices issued for traffic contraventions. Income
received from the latter has the potential to reduce over time.
Your focus is on redesigning and transforming local services to deliver them differently and efficiently, with a greater emphasis on increased use of
technology. Transformational savings of this nature are generally the most complex and challenging to implement, but completed to time and budget have
the most significant impact in terms of generating savings and improving service delivery. Programmes will need effective overarching governance
arrangements with appropriate assurance and oversight processes. You will need to fully demonstrate benefits realisation and ensure that your business
plans are subject to robust challenge ensuring that risks are identified early and escalated appropriately to ensure mitigating actions are promptly taken.
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You will also need to ensure that you have the right skillsets across your workforce to successfully implement and manage such technical projects.
Successfully delivery will also depend on you ensuring your employees and customers are willing and able to utilise new technology.
Underpinning your budget is your transformation programme with the following workstreams.
• Maximising your assets - improving performance to maximise return on investment on strategic property investment and operational assets.
• Maximising independence - enabling all Kingston communities to reach their full potential and live as independent lives as possible.
• Digital Transformation - improving service delivery through digital innovation and being digital by design.
• Enterprising Borough - Maximising commercial opportunities throughout Kingston.
• Smarter commissioning - better contracting - improving the impacts and outcomes of Kingston third party spend.
• Service transformation for more effective outcomes - transforming the way Kingston organises and delivers its services focusing on effective outcomes.
• Healthy, resilient and connected communities - enabling communities wellbeing and integration and supporting a vibrant community and
voluntary/community sector.
• Every penny counts - well run and efficient Council.
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Your Medium Term Financial Strategy shows a budget gap of £8.09m in 2020/21, £6.713m for 2021/22 and £7.134m in 2022/23 equating in a cumulative
gap of £21.938m across the period. Whilst no decisions on Council Tax increases in future years have been taken, the total that could be raised by
increasing Council Tax to the current maximum permissible amount reduces the amount of savings required to £1.598m, £3.653m and £3.951m.
Your savings plans includes the reduction of 41.5 FTE employees which will be subject to consultation and will include a mitigation strategy to minimise any
compulsory redundancies including prioritising the deletion vacant posts and those covered by agency and interim staff.
You are proposing to embark on an outcomes based budgeting approach to close this gap in later years, prioritising resources to the delivery of outcomes in
line with the corporate plan. You are also considering using capital receipts from the disposal of property, plant and equipment assets to fund the revenue
cost of service reform. You will need to demonstrate that these funds are used for invest to save schemes and are in accordance with the regulations.
Receipts of this nature should not be used in anyway to mitigate overspends and prop up your financial position.
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Findings and conclusions
The scale of the challenge means that realistically you will not be able to deliver everything you have done before and so your residents will need to take on
more responsibility for themselves and their community. Whilst this will create challenges, it can also be an opportunity to build and strengthen your
community working collectively. Over the last year you have gone through a period of significant change with the local elections in May 2018 resulted in a
change in administration with 30 of your 48 Councillors being newly elected and you have a relatively new Chief Executive and management team. So over
the next year you will need a period of stability in terms of your leadership so that you can start driving through the transformation required to secure future
financial sustainability.
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To support you transformation and improvement and to learn from best practice you asked the Local Government Association (LGA) to conduct a Corporate
Peer Review of you. The Peer Review, led by senior officers and Members from other Councils, reviewed your performance against a set of core themes
drawn from a standard framework. You requested the review team to look particularly deeply at the financial planning and viability element and also to
consider the Council’s ambitions in relation to improving community engagement. The key recommendations arising from the review that you should focus
on are to:
• Capitalise upon the opportunity as an organisation and a leader of place, involving establishing a clear vision and sense of purpose.
• Seize the place leadership through building relationships with partners.
• Establish a single, shared understanding about the scale of the financial challenges being faced and mechanisms that provide real grip and rigour around
the delivery of savings and budget spend.
• Bring about greatly improved communication across the council.
• Establish greater collective leadership of corporate and strategic issues.
• Determine what community engagement means in Kingston and the approaches to be adopted.
• Continue the review of the council’s Constitution and governance arrangements.
• Conclude the organisational restructure in as timely a fashion as possible.
• Prioritise/sequence the corporate system and process changes that the Council recognises are needed and then inject pace and rigour at each stage
A detailed action plan has been developed you are implementing the recommendations over the next 18 months. You will invite the LGA Peer review team
back in the future to assess your progress against the actions.
You are also taking a different approach to providing new homes on the Cambridge Road Estate. Cambridge Road is your biggest regeneration scheme,
which plans to deliver nearly 2,000 homes including many more council homes. You are establishing a Joint Venture (JV) with Countryside Properties (UK)
Ltd for the delivery of the redevelopment of the Cambridge Road Estate. The Joint Venture structure was considered to be the appropriate structure to share
risk and reward and obtain the benefits, skills, expertise, capacity and funding that the partner has in developing a major regeneration project with a gross
development value of £800m.
This is a complex arrangement and you will need to ensure that you follow the appropriate legal and accounting advice and that appropriate governance
arrangements are in place to assess risks, monitor progress and hold parties to account for delivery. You will also need to continue to actively engage with
residents throughout the project. This will be an area that we will pay particular attention to in our future value for money work.
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Key findings – Brexit arrangements
We set out below our key findings against the significant risks we identified through our initial risk assessment and further risks identified through our ongoing review of documents.
Significant risk as per our Audit Plan
Brexit arrangements
With the UK due to leave the European Union
on 29 March 2019, there will be national and
local implications resulting from Brexit that will
impact on you, which you will need to plan for.
In response to this risk we will:
• Review your arrangements and plans to
mitigate any risks on Brexit. Our review will
focus on areas such as workforce planning,
supply chain analysis and impacts on
finances including investment and
borrowing as well as any potential impact
on the valuation of your assets.

Findings and conclusion
Summary findings
• With the delay to the departure of the UK leaving the European Union the risk has not occurred within the year.
• You have established arrangements to identify and mitigate risks associated with Brexit.
• You will need to continue to update your key risk assessments and action plans to take account of the extended Brexit
deadline.
At the time of writing the Audit Plan the UK was due to exit from the EU on 31 March 2019. Brexit has been delayed with a
revised date of 31 October 2019 so the risk has not materialised within the period covered by this report.

You are closely involved with London Councils the London Resilience Forum and the LGA to share learning and best practice.
Officers are attending briefing events when arranged by Central Government. The Director, Communities has been identified as
the Chief Officer coordination lead and an internal Task & Finish Group has been created, coordinated by the Emergency
Planning Manager, which brings together senior officers from across the council and Achieving for Children to assess the impact
Brexit could have on you, your residents and communities and businesses.
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You have included the risk of Brexit preparations on your corporate risk register. Key issues have been identified as limitations
on movement of workers affecting staffing for your partners which utilise or sub-contract to firms with high proportions of EU
workers (e.g. Adult Social Care / Waste Services); legislation changes across regulatory areas and procurement; goods and
services that may be subject to tariffs and border checks; restrictions on EU funding for the Voluntary and Community Sector
and charitable sector; local businesses that have customer / supply chains that cross EU boundaries facing increasing costs /
delays and the possible knock-on effect for Business Rates revenue.

A set of key work streams has been develop to be overseen by the Task and Finish Group and an action log created.
Engagement has begun with local partners via the Kingston Strategic Partnership and direct contact to schools and Kingston
Hospital.
You have included an additional contingency of £445k within your 2019/20 budget in part to cover unforeseen costs that may
arise from Brexit. There has also been £105k grant funding at the end of 2018/19 and another £105k in 2019/20 from
Government for Brexit preparations which is unbudgeted so available to mitigate costs.
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Independence and ethics
Ethical Standards and ISA (UK) 260 require us to give you timely disclosure of all significant matters that may bear upon the integrity, objectivity and independence of the firm or covered
persons (including its partners, senior managers, managers and network firms. In this context, we disclose the following to you:


In June 2019 we identified an ethical matter between Grant Thornton UK LLP and the Council. An elected member of the Council became an employee of Grant Thornton on 19
November 2018 . The individual concerned had no connection with our public services team, and worked in a different department. Nevertheless, such a circumstance is prohibited
by the Financial Reporting Council’s Ethical Standard section 2.61 and Public Service Audit Appointment (PSAA) Ltd’s Terms of Appointment paragraph 2.30. We disclosed the
matter to PSAA. We also alerted the Director of Corporate and Commercial to the issue. Subsequently, the individual concerned has left the employment of the firm. PSAA and the
Council have confirmed that they are satisfied with the resolution of the matter and there are no barriers to us continuing in our role as your external auditors.



We confirm that we have implemented policies and procedures to meet the requirements of the Financial Reporting Council’s Ethical Standard and we as a firm, and each covered
person, confirm that we are independent and are able to express an objective opinion on the financial statements.

Further, we have complied with the requirements of the National Audit Office’s Auditor Guidance Note 01 issued in December 2017 which sets out supplementary guidance on ethical
requirements for auditors of local public bodies.
Details of fees charged are detailed in Appendix B
Audit and Non-audit services
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For the purposes of our audit we have made enquiries of all Grant Thornton UK LLP teams providing services to you. The following audit related services were charged from the
beginning of the financial year to July 2019 as well as the threats to our independence and safeguards that have been applied to mitigate these threats. There were no non audit
services provided
Fees £

Threats identified

Safeguards

Certification of Housing
capital receipts grant

2,500

Self-Interest (because
this is a recurring fee)

The level of this recurring fee taken on its own is not considered a significant threat to independence as the fee
for this work for 2017/18 was £2,500 in comparison to the total fee for the audit of £85,077 and in particular
relative to Grant Thornton UK LLP’s turnover overall. Further, it is a fixed fee and there is no contingent element
to it. These factors mitigate the perceived self-interest threat to an acceptable level.

Certification of Teachers’
Pension return

4,200

Self-Interest (because
this is a recurring fee)

The level of this recurring fee taken on its own is not considered a significant threat to independence as the fee
for this work for 2017/18 was £4,200 in comparison to the total fee for the audit of £85,077 and in particular
relative to Grant Thornton UK LLP’s turnover overall. Further, it is a fixed fee and there is no contingent element
to it. These factors mitigate the perceived self-interest threat to an acceptable level.

Certification of Housing
Benefits claim

28,802

Self-Interest (because
this is a recurring fee

The level of this recurring fee taken on its own is not considered a significant threat to independence as the fee
for this work for 2017/18 was £28,802 in comparison to the total fee for the audit of £85,077 and in particular
relative to Grant Thornton UK LLP’s turnover overall. Further, it is a fixed fee and there is no contingent element
to it. These factors mitigate the perceived self-interest threat to an acceptable level

Audit related

These services are consistent with the group’s policy on the allotment of non-audit work to your auditors. All services have been approved by the Audit, Governance and Standards
Committee. None of the services provided are subject to contingent fees.
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Audit Adjustments
We are required to report all non trivial misstatements to those charged with governance, whether or not the accounts have been adjusted by management.

Impact of adjusted misstatements
At this stage there are no adjusted misstatements that impact on your financial position.

Misclassification and disclosure changes
The table below provides details of misclassification and disclosure changes identified during the audit which have been made in the final set of financial statements.

Detail

Disclosure

Your Consolidated Income and Expenditure Statement includes support service recharges of £4,735k for
income and £4,216k for expenditure. Support service recharges should be excluded from the Consolidated
Income and Expenditure Statement.



Disclosure

The Consolidated Income and Expenditure Statement was incorrectly mapped from the ledger which
resulted in income of £3.9m being netted off gross expenditure and expenditure of £1.1m netted off your
income. Overall, your income and expenditure within Consolidated Income and Expenditure was
understated by £5m.



Disclosure

Note 22 cash flow statement change in creditors figure the balance of £1,832k was amended to £(1,167)k
as the Dedicated Schools Grant advance payment of £3m was omitted from the calculation.

Disclosure

Note 23 to cash flow statement Purchase of short term and long term investments - figure previously
shown as proceeds from short and long term investments amendment to £40,30k. There were various
adjustments to this note as a result of the audit.
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Impact of unadjusted misstatements
The table below provides details of adjustments identified during the 2018/19 audit which have not been made within the final set of financial statements. The Audit, Governance and
Standards Committee is required to approve management's proposed treatment of all items recorded within the table below.
Detail
1

Reason for not adjusting

Potential impact of the McCloud judgement
The legal ruling around age discrimination (McCloud - Court of Appeal) has implications for pension schemes where transitional The figures provided by the actuary are an
estimate, and not a formal actuarial valuation.
arrangements on changing benefits have been implemented.
Discussion is ongoing in the sector regarding the potential impact of the ruling on the financial statements of Local Government
bodies.
You have requested an estimate from its actuary of the potential impact of the McCloud ruling. The actuary’s estimate
allowance for McCloud was of a possible increase in pension liabilities of £1.6m.

This issue will be considered as part of the next
actuarial valuation exercise in 2019/20.
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We have satisfied ourselves that there is not a risk of material error as a result of this issue. We also acknowledge the
significant uncertainties both relating to the outcome of the appeal process at this point in time, and relating to the estimation of
the impact on your liability.

Although we are of the view that is sufficient
evidence to indicate that a liability is probable,
we are satisfied that the differences are not likely
to be material.

In addition, the Guaranteed Minimum Pension indexation enables members of public service schemes who reach retirement
state age between 6 April 2016 and April 2012, whereby the GMP earned by those members received full inflationary increases
from public service schemes. This was instead of partial increases previously offered. Paying additional increases through the
LGPS increases costs of benefits and hence overall liability. This has been estimated at below 0.2% of overall pension liabilities
which is a trivial amount so no amendment has been proposed.
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Fees
We confirm below our final fees charged for the audit and provision of non-audit services

Audit Fees
Proposed fee

Final fee

Council Audit

£85,077

TBC

Audit of Achieving for Children

27,500

27,500

£112,577

TBC

Total audit fees (excluding VAT)

Non Audit Fees
Fees
£
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Fees for other audit related services
Audit related services:
•

Certification of Housing benefits claim

28,802

•

Teachers Pensions claim

4,200

•

Pooling of Capital Receipts Return

28,802

•

Certification of Teachers Pensions Return 2017/18

4,000

•

Certification of Teachers Pensions Return 2018/19

4,000
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Audit opinion
We anticipate we will provide the Group with an unmodified audit report

Independent auditor’s report to the members of Royal Borough of
Kingston upon Thames

Conclusions relating to going concern

Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements



Opinion



We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the ISAs (UK) require us to
report to you where:
The Director, Corporate and Commercial use of the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation
of the financial statements is not appropriate; or
The Director, Corporate and Commercial has not disclosed in the financial statements any identified

We have audited the financial statements of Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames (the ‘Authority’) and its

material uncertainties that may cast significant doubt about the group’s or the Authority’s ability to

subsidiaries (the ‘group’) for the year ended 31 March 2019 which comprise the Comprehensive Income and

continue to adopt the going concern basis of accounting for a period of at least twelve months from the

Expenditure Statement, the Movement in Reserves Statement, the Balance Sheet, the Cash Flow Statement, the

date when the financial statements are authorised for issue.

Group Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement, the Group Movement in Reserves Statement, the
Other information

Statement, the Movement on the Housing Revenue Account Statement, the Collection Fund Statement, and the

The Section 151 Officer is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the information

notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies. The financial reporting

included in the Annual Accounts, the Member Preface, the Annual Governance Statement, the Written

framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and the CIPFA/LASAAC code of practice

Statements and the Executive Director’s Narrative Report, other than the Authority and group financial

on local authority accounting in the United Kingdom 2018/19.

statements, our auditor’s report thereon and our auditor’s report on the pension fund financial statements. Our

In our opinion, the financial statements:

opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and, except to the extent otherwise



give a true and fair view of the financial position of the group and of the Authority as at 31 March 2019

explicitly stated in our report, we do not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.

and of the group’s expenditure and income and the Authority’s expenditure and income for the year then

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in

ended;

doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our

have been prepared properly in accordance with the CIPFA/LASAAC code of practice on local authority

knowledge of the group and Authority obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we

accounting in the United Kingdom 2018/19; and

identify such material inconsistencies or apparent material misstatements, we are required to determine whether

have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014.

there is a material misstatement in the financial statements or a material misstatement of the other information. If,
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Group Balance Sheet, the Group Cash Flow Statement, the Housing Revenue Account Income and Expenditure

based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other
Basis for opinion

information, we are required to report that fact.

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK)) and applicable

We have nothing to report in this regard.

law. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the ‘Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit
of the financial statements’ section of our report. We are independent of the group and the Authority in

Other information we are required to report on by exception under the Code of Audit Practice

accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in the UK,

Under the Code of Audit Practice published by the National Audit Office on behalf of the Comptroller and Auditor

including the FRC’s Ethical Standard, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with

General (the Code of Audit Practice) we are required to consider whether the Annual Governance Statement

these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide

does not comply with the ‘Delivering Good Governance in Local Government: Framework (2016)’ published by

a basis for our opinion.

CIPFA and SOLACE or is misleading or inconsistent with the information of which we are aware from our audit.
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We are not required to consider whether the Annual Governance Statement addresses all risks and controls or

being satisfied that they give a true and fair view, and for such internal control as the Director, Corporate and

that risks are satisfactorily addressed by internal controls.

Commercial determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material

We have nothing to report in this regard.

misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, Director, Corporate and Commercial is responsible for assessing the

Opinion on other matter required by the Code of Audit Practice

group’s and the Authority’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to

In our opinion, based on the work undertaken in the course of the audit of the financial statements and our

going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless there is an intention by government that

knowledge of the Authority gained through our work in relation to the Authority’s arrangements for securing

the services provided by the Authority will no longer be provided.

economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources, the other information published together with the

The Audit, Governance and Standard’s Committee is Those Charged with Governance. Those charged with

financial statements in the Annual Accounts, the Member Preface, the Annual Governance Statement, the

governance are responsible for overseeing the Authority’s financial reporting process.

Written Statements and the Executive Director’s Narrative Report for the financial year for which the financial
statements are prepared is consistent with the financial statements.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our

Under the Code of Audit Practice, we are required to report to you if:

opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in



we issue a report in the public interest under section 24 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 in

accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise

the course of, or at the conclusion of the audit; or

from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be

we make a written recommendation to the Authority under section 24 of the Local Audit and

expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.

Accountability Act 2014 in the course of, or at the conclusion of the audit; or

A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located on the Financial

we make an application to the court for a declaration that an item of account is contrary to law under

Reporting Council’s website at: www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities. This description forms part of our auditor’s

Section 28 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 in the course of, or at the conclusion of the

report.
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Matters on which we are required to report by exception

audit; or;


we issue an advisory notice under Section 29 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 in the
course of, or at the conclusion of the audit; or



we make an application for judicial review under Section 31 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act
2014, in the course of, or at the conclusion of the audit.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements - Conclusion on the
Authority’s arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources

We have nothing to report in respect of the above matters.
Conclusion
Responsibilities of the Authority, the Director, Corporate and Commercial and Those Charged with

On the basis of our work, having regard to the guidance on the specified criterion issued by the Comptroller and

Governance for the financial statements

Auditor General in November 2017, we are satisfied that the Authority put in place proper arrangements for

As explained more fully in the Statement of Responsibilities, the Authority is required to make arrangements for

securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources for the year ended 31 March 2019.

the proper administration of its financial affairs and to secure that one of its officers has the responsibility for the
administration of those affairs. In this authority, that officer is the Director, Corporate and Commercial. Director,

Responsibilities of the Authority

Corporate and Commercial is responsible for the preparation of the Statement of Accounts, which includes the

The Authority is responsible for putting in place proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and

financial statements, in accordance with proper practices as set out in the CIPFA/LASAAC code of practice on

effectiveness in its use of resources, to ensure proper stewardship and governance, and to review regularly the

local authority accounting in the United Kingdom 2018/19, for

adequacy and effectiveness of these arrangements.
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Auditor’s responsibilities for the review of the Authority’s arrangements for securing economy,

We cannot formally conclude the audit and issue an audit certificate for the Authority for the year ended 31 March

efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources

2019 in accordance with the requirements of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 and the Code of Audit

We are required under Section 20(1)(c) of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 to be satisfied that the

Practice until we have completed our consideration of objections related to the year ended 31 March 2018 and 31

Authority has made proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of

March 2019 brought to our attention by local authority electors under Section 27 of the Local Audit and

resources. We are not required to consider, nor have we considered, whether all aspects of the Authority's

Accountability Act 2014. We are satisfied that these matters do not have a material effect on the financial

arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources are operating effectively.

statements for the year ended 31 March 2019.

We have undertaken our review in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice, having regard to the guidance on
the specified criterion issued by the Comptroller and Auditor General in November 2017, as to whether in all

Use of our report

significant respects the Authority had proper arrangements to ensure it took properly informed decisions and

This report is made solely to the members of the Authority, as a body, in accordance with Part 5 of the Local

deployed resources to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people. The

Audit and Accountability Act 2014 and as set out in paragraph 43 of the Statement of Responsibilities of Auditors

Comptroller and Auditor General determined this criterion as that necessary for us to consider under the Code of

and Audited Bodies published by Public Sector Audit Appointments Limited. Our audit work has been undertaken

Audit Practice in satisfying ourselves whether the Authority put in place proper arrangements for securing

so that we might state to the Authority’s members those matters we are required to state to them in an auditor's

economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources for the year ended 31 March 2019.

report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility

We planned our work in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice. Based on our risk assessment, we

to anyone other than the Authority and the Authority's members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or

undertook such work as we considered necessary to be satisfied that the Authority has put in place proper

for the opinions we have formed.

[Signature to be inserted]

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements - Delay in
certification of completion of the audit

We are required to give an opinion on the consistency of the pension fund financial statements of the Authority
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arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources.

Iain Murray, Key Audit Partner
for and on behalf of Grant Thornton UK LLP, Local Auditor
London

included in the Pension Fund Annual Report with the pension fund financial statements included in the Statement
of Accounts. The Local Government Pension Scheme Regulations 2013 require authorities to publish the Pension
Fund Annual Report by 1 December 2019. As the Authority has not prepared the Pension Fund Annual Report at

[Date to be inserted]

the time of this report we have yet to issue our report on the consistency of the pension fund financial statements.
Until we have done so, we are unable to certify that we have completed the audit of the financial statements in
accordance with the requirements of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 and the Code of Audit Practice.
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© 2019 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
‘Grant Thornton’ refers to the brand under which the Grant Thornton member firms provide assurance, tax and advisory services to their clients and/or refers to one or more member
firms, as the context requires.
Grant Thornton UK LLP is a member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd (GTIL). GTIL and the member firms are not a worldwide partnership. GTIL and each member firm is a
separate legal entity. Services are delivered by the member firms. GTIL does not provide services to clients. GTIL and its member firms are not agents of, and do not obligate, one
another and are not liable for one another’s acts or omissions.

grantthornton.co.uk
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T: 020 7728 3328
E: iain.g.murray@uk.gt.com

Paul Jacklin
Senior Manager
T: 020 7728 3263
E: paul.j.jacklin@uk.gt.com

Keith Mungadzi
Assistant Manager
T: 020 7728 2393
E: Keith.Mungadzi@uk.gt.com

The contents of this report relate only to those matters which came to our attention during the conduct of our normal audit procedures which are designed for the purpose of expressing
our opinion on the financial statements. Our audit is not designed to test all internal controls or identify all areas of control weakness. However, where, as part of our testing, we identify
control weaknesses, we will report these to you. In consequence, our work cannot be relied upon to disclose all defalcations or other irregularities, or to include all possible improvements
in internal control that a more extensive special examination might identify. This report has been prepared solely for your benefit and should not be quoted in whole or in part without our
prior written consent. We do not accept any responsibility for any loss occasioned to any third party acting, or refraining from acting on the basis of the content of this report, as this report
was not prepared for, nor intended for, any other purpose.
Grant Thornton UK LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales: No.OC307742. Registered office: 30 Finsbury Square, London, EC2A 1AG. A list of members is
available from our registered office. Grant Thornton UK LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Grant Thornton UK LLP is a member firm of Grant
Thornton International Ltd (GTIL). GTIL and the member firms are not a worldwide partnership. Services are delivered by the member firms. GTIL and its member firms are not agents
of, and do not obligate, one another and are not liable for one another’s acts or omissions.
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This table summarises the key findings and other matters arising from the statutory audit of the Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames Pension Fund (‘the Pension Fund’) and the
preparation of the Pension Fund's financial statements for the year ended 31 March 2019 for those charged with governance.
Financial
Statements

Our audit work is being undertaken on site during June and July 2019. Our findings to date are summarised on the following
pages. We have not identified any changes that have impacted on the Pension Fund’s financial position. Audit adjustments
are detailed in Appendix A.
We received your draft pension fund financial statements on the 31 May 2019 in accordance with the deadline. Our audit
work remains in progress. Our findings to date are summarised on the following pages. We have not, at this stage, identified
any adjustments to the financial statements that have resulted in any amendments to your Pension Fund financial Position.
Amendments that we are required to report to you are highlighted in Appendix A.
The legal ruling around age discrimination (McCloud - Court of Appeal) has implications for your pension scheme.
Discussion has been ongoing across the local government sector regarding the potential impact of the ruling on the financial
statements of local government bodies. This has impacted all councils. You actuary has provided you with their estimated
impact on your present value of future retirement benefits The expected impact was a £3.6m increase in the present value of
future retirement benefits. This is not material and is purely a disclosure note for the pension fund financial statements so
there is no impact on the Pension Fund at this stage. The impact will be taken account of through future actuarial valuations
of the Fund in due course.
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Under International Standards of Audit
(UK) (ISAs) and the National Audit
Office (NAO) Code of Audit Practice
('the Code'), we are required to report
whether, in our opinion, the Pension
Fund's financial statements:
• give a true and fair view of the
financial position of the Pension
Fund and its income and
expenditure for the year; and
• have been properly prepared in
accordance with the
CIPFA/LASAAC code of practice
on local authority accounting and
prepared in accordance with the
Local Audit and Accountability Act
2014.

Later in this report (page 10 ) we provide details of an ethical matter which arose during the audit. Unfortunately resolving
this issue took time during a busy period of the accounts and audit timetable, adding delay to what is an already narrow
window to audit the Council’s financial statements. We are currently working with management to recover the time lost as a
result of this issue but there remains a risk that we will not be in a position to issue our audit report by the 31 July.
Our work is nearing completion. As at the date of writing there are no matters of which we are aware that would require
modification of our audit opinion (Appendix B) or material changes to the financial statements. Our anticipated audit report
opinion will be unqualified.
The outstanding matters include the following items where we are awaiting information from you as at the date of this report:
•

receipt of the Pension Fund Annual Report; and

•

receipt of the amended financial statements.
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Financial
Statements

.

We are still completing work in the following areas:
•

completion of our testing of financial instruments, Journals, and pensions payable; and

•

finalisation of work on the Information Technology general control environment.

Our work is subject to the following closing procedures which necessarily take place at the end of the audit:
•

final senior management and quality reviews and clearance of any queries that may arise from this final process;

•

agreement of your management representation letter;

•

review of the final set of amended approved financial statements; and

•

review of the final Pension Fund Annual Report (the deadline for this is 1 December 2019)
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Summary
Audit approach
Overview of the scope of our audit
This Audit Findings Report presents the observations arising from the audit that are
significant to the responsibility of those charged with governance to oversee the financial
reporting process, as required by International Standard on Auditing (UK) 260 and the
Code of Audit Practice (‘the Code’). Its contents have been discussed with management
and the Audit, Governance and Standards Committee
As auditor we are responsible for performing the audit, in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing (UK) and the Code, which is directed towards forming and
expressing an opinion on the financial statements that have been prepared by
management with the oversight of those charged with governance. The audit of the
financial statements does not relieve management or those charged with governance of
their responsibilities for the preparation of the financial statements.

Our audit approach was based on a thorough understanding of the Pension Fund's
business and is risk based, and in particular included:
•

An evaluation of the Pension Fund's internal controls environment, including its IT
systems and controls; and

•

Substantive testing on significant transactions and material account balances, including
the procedures outlined in this report in relation to the key audit risks.

We have not had to alter or change our audit plan, as communicated to the Audit Panel in
February 2019
Conclusion
We are nearing the completion of our audit of your financial statements and, subject to the
satisfactory completion of outstanding matters and queries, we anticipate issuing an
unqualified audit opinion, as detailed in Appendix B. We are unable to issue the audit
opinion until we have completed our work on the Council’s financial statements, the audit
of which is in progress.
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Our approach to materiality
The concept of materiality is fundamental to the preparation of the financial statements
and the audit process and applies not only to the monetary misstatements, but also to
disclosure requirements and adherence to acceptable accounting practice and
applicable law.

Our materiality has been updated from our Audit Plan to reflect the draft financial
statements and the increase in Net Assets.

Pension Fund Amount
(revised)
(£)
Materiality for the financial statements

8.388,000

Performance materiality

6,291,000

Trivial matters

419,000
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Significant findings – audit risks


Risks identified in our Audit Plan

Commentary

The risk that revenue includes fraudulent
transactions

Auditor commentary

Under ISA (UK) 240 there is a rebuttable presumed
risk that revenue may be misstated due to the
improper recognition of revenue.
This presumption can be rebutted if the auditor
concludes that there is no risk of material
misstatement due to fraud relating to revenue
recognition.



Having considered the risk factors set out in ISA240 and the nature of your and the Fund’s revenue streams, we
determined that the risk of fraud arising from revenue recognition can be rebutted, because:
•

there is little incentive to manipulate revenue recognition;

•

opportunities to manipulate revenue recognition are very limited; and

•

the culture and ethical frameworks of local authorities, including yourselves, mean that all forms of fraud are seen as
unacceptable

Therefore we do not consider this to be a significant risk for the Pension Fund.
Auditor commentary

Under ISA (UK) 240 there is a non-rebuttable
presumed risk that the risk of management over-ride
of controls is present in all entities. The group and
Fund face external scrutiny of its spending and this
could potentially place management under undue
pressure in terms of how they report performance.

We have completed the following work in relation to this risk:

We therefore identified management override of
control, in particular journals, management estimates
and transactions outside the course of business as a
significant risk for you and the Fund, which was one
of the most significant assessed risks of material
misstatement.

•

evaluated the design effectiveness of management controls over journals;

•

analysed the journals listing and determined the criteria for selecting high risk and unusual journals;

•

gained an understanding of the accounting estimates and critical judgements applied made by management and
consider their reasonableness with regard to corroborative evidence; and

•

evaluated the rationale for any changes in accounting policies, estimates or significant unusual transactions
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Management override of controls

We are currently finalising our work in the following area:
•

review of large and unusual journal entries for testing back to supporting documentation.

Subject to the satisfactory completion of outstanding matters set out on pages 3 to 4, we have not identified any material
issues from our work at this stage that we need to report to you.
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Significant findings – audit risks


Risks identified in our Audit Plan

Commentary

Valuation of Level 2 Investments

Auditor commentary

We have completed the following work in relation to this risk:
While level 2 investments do not carry the same level
of inherent risks associated with level 3 investments, • gained an understanding of the Fund’s process for valuing Level 2 investments and evaluated the design of the
associated controls;
there is still an element of judgement involved in their
valuation as their very nature is such that they cannot • assessed the nature and basis of estimated values and consider what assurance management has over the year end
be valued directly.
valuations provided for these types of investments;
We therefore identified the valuation of the Fund’s
Level 2 investments as an other risk

•

requested year-end confirmations from investment managers and custodian; and

•

agreed the reconciliation of information provided by the individual fund manager’s custodian and the Pension
Scheme's own records and sought explanations for variances.

Subject to the satisfactory completion of outstanding matters set out on pages 3 to 4, we have not identified any material
issues from our work at this stage that we need to report to you.
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Significant findings - Going concern
Our responsibility
As auditors, we are required to “obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence about the appropriateness of management's use of the going concern assumption in the preparation and
presentation of the financial statements and to conclude whether there is a material uncertainty about the entity's ability to continue as a going concern” (ISA (UK) 570).

Going concern commentary
Auditor commentary

Management have reviewed the Fund’s funding position
and cash flows.

•

The Pension Fund has sufficient assets to meet its liabilities as they fall due over the next 12 months. Local
Government Pension schemes are effectively underwritten by the tax payer with deficits financed by increased
contributions agreed with the actuary that are financed through Council, Admitted and Scheduled bodies
contributions.

•

There is no plan by the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government to wind up the Royal Borough of
Kingston upon Thames Council Pension Scheme.

•

The Pension Fund continues to operate as usual in 2018/19. Contributions and investment income continue to be
received as expected.
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Management's assessment process

Work performed

Auditor commentary

Detail audit work performed on management’s assessment

•

We have reviewed management’s assessment that the financial statements are prepared on a going concern basis.

•

We are satisfied that there are sufficient assets to meet liabilities as they fall due. The last triennial actuarial valuation
also demonstrated an improvement in the funding level to 78%.

•

The Council continue to pay deficit funding contributions into the pension fund in 2018/19.

•

The fund continues to operate as usual.

Concluding comments

Auditor commentary
•

We are satisfied that it is appropriate that the Pension Fund Financial Statements are prepared on a Going Concern
basis.
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Other communication requirements
We set out below details of other matters which we, as auditors, are required by auditing standards and the Code to communicate to those charged with governance.

Commentary



Matters in relation to fraud

We have previously discussed the risk of fraud with the Audit Panel. We have not been made aware of any incidents in the period and no
issues have been identified during the course of our audit procedures. We are awaiting formal written confirmation of this from you.



Matters in relation to related
parties

We are not aware of any related parties or related party transactions which have not been disclosed.



Matters in relation to laws and
regulations

You have not made us aware of any significant incidences of non-compliance with relevant laws and regulations and we have not
identified any incidences from our audit work. We are awaiting formal written confirmation of this from you.



Written representations

A letter of representation has been requested from the Pension Fund, which will be included in the July Audit Panel papers.



Confirmation requests from
third parties

We requested from management permission to send confirmation requests to your custodian, fund managers and banks. This permission
was granted and the requests were sent. We have received a response from all third parties.



Disclosures

Our review found no material omissions in the financial statements.



Audit evidence and
explanations/significant
difficulties

All information and explanations requested from management was provided.



Matters on which we report by
exception

We are required to give a separate opinion for the Pension Fund Annual Report on whether the financial statements included therein are
consistent with the audited financial statements. We are awaiting the draft Pension Fund Annual report for review. The Annual Report
has a later deadline of 1 December 2019.
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Issue
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Independence and ethics

Ethical Standards and ISA (UK) 260 require us to give you timely disclosure of all significant matters that may bear upon the integrity, objectivity and independence of the firm or covered
persons (including its partners, senior managers, managers and network firms. In this context, we disclose the following to you:


In June 2019 we identified an ethical matter between Grant Thornton UK LLP and the Council. An elected member of the Council became an employee of Grant Thornton on 19
November 2018. The individual concerned had no connection with our public services team, and worked in a different department. Nevertheless, such a circumstance is prohibited by
the Financial Reporting Council’s Ethical Standard section 2.61 and Public Service Audit Appointment (PSAA) Ltd’s Terms of Appointment paragraph 2.30. We disclosed the matter
to PSAA. We also alerted the Director of Corporate and Commercial to the issue. Subsequently, the individual concerned has left the employment of the firm. PSAA and the Council
have confirmed that they are satisfied with the resolution of the matter and there are no barriers to us continuing in our role as your external auditors.

We confirm that we have implemented policies and procedures to meet the requirements of the Financial Reporting Council’s Ethical Standard and we as a firm, and each covered
person, confirm that we are independent and are able to express an objective opinion on the financial statements.
Further, we have complied with the requirements of the National Audit Office’s Auditor Guidance Note 01 issued in December 2017 which sets out supplementary guidance on ethical
requirements for auditors of local public bodies.
Details of fees charged are set out in the following table

Proposed fee

Final fee

£16,170

£16,170

Total audit fees (excluding VAT)

£16,170

£16,170
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Pension Fund Audit

Audit and Non-audit related services
For the purposes of our audit we have made enquiries of all Grant Thornton UK LLP teams providing services to the Pension Fund. There were no other services provided to the
Pension Fund.
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Audit Adjustments
We are required to report all non trivial misstatements to those charged with governance, whether or not the accounts have been adjusted by management.

Impact of adjusted misstatements
We have not identified any adjustments that impact on your Pension fund’s financial position.

Misclassification and disclosure changes
The table below provides details of misclassification and disclosure changes identified during the audit which management has agreed to amend in the final set of financial
statements.
Detail

Disclosure

The legal ruling around age discrimination (McCloud - Court of Appeal) has implications for your pension scheme.
Discussion has been ongoing across the local government sector regarding the potential impact of the ruling on
the financial statements of local government bodies. This has impacted all councils. Your actuary has provided
you with their estimated impact on your present value of future retirement benefits The expected impact was a
£3.6m increase in the present value of future retirement benefits. This is not material and is purely a disclosure
note for the pension fund financial statements so there is no impact on the Pension Fund at this stage. The impact
will be taken account of through future actuarial valuations of the Fund.

Adjustment agreed?
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Disclosure / Omission

Impact of unadjusted misstatements
There are no unadjusted misstatements above our reporting level.

Impact of prior year unadjusted misstatements
There are no adjustments impacting on the prior year.
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Audit opinion
We anticipate we will provide the Pension Fund with an unmodified audit report. This is a draft version that will be updated.

Independent auditor’s report to the Members of Royal Borough of Kingston upon
Thames council on the pension fund financial statements

In our opinion the pension fund financial statements:
• give a true and fair view of the financial transactions of the pension fund during the
year ended 31 March 2019 and of the amount and disposition at that date of the fund’s
assets and liabilities;
• have been prepared properly in accordance with the CIPFA/LASAAC code of practice
on local authority accounting in the United Kingdom 2018/19; and
• have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Local Audit and
Accountability Act 2014.
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK)
(ISAs (UK)) and applicable law. Our responsibilities under those standards are further
described in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements section
of our report. We are independent of the pension fund of the Authority in accordance with
the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the pension fund financial
statements in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard, and we have fulfilled our other
ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
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Conclusions relating to going concern
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the ISAs
(UK) require us to report to you where:
• the Director of Corporate and Commercial’s use of the going concern basis of
accounting in the preparation of the pension fund financial statements is not
appropriate; or
• the Director of Corporate and Commercial has not disclosed in the pension fund
financial statements any identified material uncertainties that may cast significant doubt
about the Authority’s ability to continue to adopt the going concern basis of accounting
for a period of at least twelve months from the date when the pension fund financial
statements are authorised for issue.
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Opinion
We have audited the pension fund financial statements of Royal Borough of Kingston
upon Thames (the ‘Authority’) for the year ended 31 March 2019 which comprise the Fund
Account, the Net Assets Statement for the year ended 31 March 2019 and notes to the
pension fund financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.
The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable
law and the CIPFA/LASAAC code of practice on local authority accounting in the United
Kingdom 2018/19.

Who we are reporting to
This report is made solely to the members of the Authority, as a body, in accordance with
Part 5 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 and as set out in paragraph 43 of the
Statement of Responsibilities of Auditors and Audited Bodies published by Public Sector
Audit Appointments Limited. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state
to the Authority’s members those matters we are required to state to them in an auditor's
report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept
or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Authority and the Authority's members
as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Other information
The Director of Corporate and Commercial is responsible for the other information. The
other information comprises the information included in the Annual, the Narrative Report
and the Annual Governance Statement, other than the pension fund financial statements,
our auditor’s report thereon and our auditor’s report on the Authority’s financial
statements. Our opinion on the pension fund financial statements does not cover the other
information and, except to the extent otherwise explicitly stated in our report, we do not
express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
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In connection with our audit of the pension fund financial statements, our
responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so, consider whether the
other information is materially inconsistent with the pension fund financial statements
or our knowledge of the pension fund of the Authority obtained in the course of our
work or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we identify such material
inconsistencies or apparent material misstatements, we are required to determine
whether there is a material misstatement in the pension fund financial statements or a
material misstatement of the other information. If, based on the work we have
performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information,
we are required to report that fact.
We have nothing to report in this regard.

Matters on which we are required to report by exception
Under the Code of Audit Practice we are required to report to you if:
• we have reported a matter in the public interest under section 24 of the Local Audit
and Accountability Act 2014 in the course of, or at the conclusion of the audit; or
• we have made a written recommendation to the Authority under section 24 of the
Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 in the course of, or at the conclusion of
the audit; or
• we have exercised any other special powers of the auditor under the Local Audit
and Accountability Act 2014.
We have nothing to report in respect of the above matters.
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In preparing the pension fund financial statements, the Director of Corporate and
Commercial is responsible for assessing the pension fund’s ability to continue as a
going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the
going concern basis of accounting unless the pension fund lacks funding for its
continued existence or when policy decisions have been made that affect the services
provided by the pension fund.
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Opinion on other matter required by the Code of Audit Practice published by
the National Audit Office on behalf of the Comptroller and Auditor General (the
Code of Audit Practice)
In our opinion, based on the work undertaken in the course of the audit of the pension
fund financial statements the other information published together with the pension
fund financial statements in the Annual Accounts, the Narrative Report and the Annual
Governance Statement for the financial year for which the pension fund financial
statements are prepared is consistent with the pension fund financial statements.

Responsibilities of the Authority, the Director of Corporate and Commercial
and Those Charged with Governance for the financial statements
As explained more fully in the Statement of Responsibilities, the Authority is required
to make arrangements for the proper administration of its financial affairs and to secure
that one of its officers has the responsibility for the administration of those affairs. In
this authority, that officer is the Director of Corporate and Commercial. The Director
of Corporate and Commercial is responsible for the preparation of the Statement of
Accounts, which includes the pension fund financial statements, in accordance with
proper practices as set out in the CIPFA/LASAAC code of practice on local authority
accounting in the United Kingdom 2018/19, which give a true and fair view, and for
such internal control as the Director of Corporate and Commercial determines is
necessary to enable the preparation of pension fund financial statements that are free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

The Audit, governance and Standards Committee is Those Charged with Governance.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the pension fund
financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these pension fund financial statements.
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A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the pension fund financial
statements is located on the Financial Reporting Council’s website at:
www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities. This description forms part of our auditor’s
report.

Iain Murray
for and on behalf of Grant Thornton UK LLP, Appointed Auditor
Grant Thornton UK LLP
110 Bishopsgate
London
EC2N 4AY
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